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At the air Cleaning Conference at Ames in Sopteraber 1952, reports were 
given by the Illino~s group on the f'undamental investigations on aerosols which 
were being studied at that time. The following reports have been prepared by 
the members of the research staff to shaw the 1Jtntus of the current work. 

Most of the work on the contract at Illinois is carried on by grad.ue.te 
students in Cheo.ical Engineering. Theoc men o.re being trained in research 
:methodo and in the applications of physics and mathematics to aerosol technology. 
Ey vorking as a group, they have the advantages of using standardized procedures 
and of group discussions. Of those who have completed their work, several have 

.taken positions in university and industrial laboratories where they have con
tinued their interest in f'undamental and practical aerosol problems. Because of 
the need for greater knadledge in this field of science in this countrJ, it is 
felt tba~ the training of scientists is one of the important contributions.of 
the work. 

All of the work on the project is not supported diJ;ectly by the .AEC con
tract. A part oi' it is being carried on in the regular graduate thesis progra;;:i 
in Chemical Engineering. The work of Mr. Ii. F. Kraemer on properties of charged 
aerosols i'alls in this cateeory. During the past year, the Chemical Cor?s, 
through Contract No. DA-18-108-CML-4789, has expanded the investigation on the 
theory of filtration of very small particles. 'Ihis work is being curried on by 
Dr. C. Y. Chen, a Research Associate in the Engineering Experitient Station. 
Since those studies are related to the f'unda.:nente.l properties of aerosols, they 
e.re cururnar-ized here f'or the interest of' thooe in tho AEC who are concerned with 
aerosol work. 

Dul·ing the year, one phase of the theoretical studieo and ~ne experimental 
program were co::npletod. Tho results were reported in two technical reports as 
i'ollowa: 

"I. The Role of Po.rticle Diffusion o..r1d Interception in 
Aeroool Filtration; II. v.;)tcrmination of: the Drag on a 
Cylindrical Fibor o.t La..r Roynold.D NUI:lbcr". Technical 
Report No. 8, Serial No. S0-1009, Jununry 1, l953i cf. 
al.so errata ohoot insuod with Technicnl Report No. 9. 
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"Pnrticlo Size D1otr1but1.on in Hygroscopic Aoroaolo" ~ 
Tecbnicnl Report No. 9, Serial No. S0-10101 Mny 1 1 1953. 
Thia work vno prooontcd at the Sympooium on Fumco ond 
Mists at tho meeting of the American Inotitute of Chemi
cal Engineering in St. Louie, in December, 1953; the · 
J?a.rer vaa published in Chemical Engincoring Prog;reos 
S;,rmposium Sorioo. 
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TURBULENT DEPOSITION AND TEE BEHAVIOR 
OF DEPOSITS OF SOLID PARTICLES 

by 

S. K. Friedlander, Research Assistant 

When a gaa containing particles flows in turbulent motion past a surface, 
some of the particles are deposited even though there is no net velocity in the 
direction of the surface. Thia turbulent. deTiosition results from the fluctuating 
velocity component nor::nal to the collecting area. It occurs in the movement of 
aerosols through straight ducts, through diffuser sections, and on any body whose 
boundary le.yer becomes turbulent when passing through a gas containing particles. 
It undoubtedzy contributes to removal in such devices as cyclones and cyclone 
scrubbers o:perat~d at high levels of turbulence. · 

In essence, turbulent deposition is a form of inertial removal in which 
sudden gusts of fluid move ta~ards the surface, change their direction, and 

· thereby cast out the particles which they carry. There is no real distinction 
between this pheno::nenon and impacti_on. For example, when a turbulent go.s flows 
pa.st a flat surface, the motion of th~ eddies toward the surface can be thoug!lt 
of as a series of impactions on flat plates, for which we have experimental end 
theoretical data. Similarly, a spherical water droplet moving out of phase with 
an eddy probably removes particles from the surrounding aerosol.by i.I:lpg.ction. 
The difficulty in a theoretical ar...alysis of.turbulent impaction derives fron our 
inability in most cases to characterize the velocity a.nd sea.le of the turbulence. 
However, since im.raction is the mechanism of deposition, the important parameter 
should be the inertial group (2): • 

t 

vhere 

'11 = ---
18µ. de 

C = Cunningham. col"'Z'ectio~ factor 

Pp = particle densi~y 

Ve •.~ddy velocity 

d • some characteristic length 

µ • gaa viacooity 

.c!p • particle dirunetor 
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By studying the effect of theoe var1ableo on turbulent deposition, one should at 
leaqt be.able to correlate experimental dllta, although prediction of reoults 
~rom theory ia more difficult. 

EQUIPMENT 

In order to study turbulent deposition and the behavior of depoeita of 
solid particles, the equipment outlined in Fig. 1 was set up. The aerosol em

.• . ployed vas carbonyl iron powder (Grade SF) manufactured by the Antara Chemico.la 
• .Division of the General Dyeotu.ff Corporation. According to the manufacturer's 

catalog, the mass median diameter of the :particles was 3 microns with a geometric 
standard deviation of about 1.4. This materiel wan chosen because the particles 
are quite spherical, easy to see under the microscope, and easy to disperse. 

·Tests di.sclosed that about 10 percent of the :particles were agglomerates e.nd 
moat of these were doublets. It has tho disadvantage of a density. (7.8 g./cc.) 
considerably higher than that of the usual aerosol :particles. 

The iron powder was placed in a brass "boat", about 1 1/2 f9et long, wnich 
was pushed forward by a threaded steel rod of similar length attached to the 
shaft of a sma.J..l 10 rpm. motor. In this way, the J_)Owder vas fed at a steady 
rate to an atomizing nozzle. In order to remove the larger particles and in
crease the homogeneity of the aerosol, a 1-inch cycione vas installed after the 
atomizer o.nd before the mixing chamber leading to the se..::.:pling tube. The aerosol 
concentration was determined by passing a known volume of air from the sampling 
tube through a. M.tllipore filter (Lovell Cbemical Co.). The znai11 body of air 
passed through a rote.;ncter and was expelled from the system.by a Roots-
Connersville blower. --

Two sampling tubes have been used up to the present, one 5.~- mm. I.D. and 
the other 13 mm. I .D. Both tubes were of thin wall Pyrex, and -each was g:::-ound 
at one point to permit observation of the inner wall us~ng a microscope with an 
oil immersion technique. The observation points for the 5.4 and.13 mm. tubes 
vere placed 50 and 30 diameters, respectively, from the ~ntrance, to minimize 
entrance effects. In order to rostrict tbo tests to a known :particle size, only 
those particles with diametero ranging :from about 0.6 to 1 micron were counted 
both on the Millipore filter (for determining concentration) and on the tube 
wall (for determining cepoaition), and a mean. particle aize of o.8 microns was 
assumed. 

RESULTS 

In general, when pnrticlos deposit on a. surface, tvo ate.gee can be recog
nized. In tho £irst, the indivi~ual aerosol :particles scatter ubout the surface 
and, unless the velo~ity is hJgh (above 100 ft./sec.), there is little re
entrainrr.cnt. In tho second stn~a, as a ronult of incro~oed depooition clu.:nps of 
particles appear fl.'1.d parts of these r.rIB.Y brco.k away, evc::i at moderat.e gas veloci
ties. Since the fir3t staco ooemed more rur:.onable to inveotigation, it has re
ceived moot attention in our oxpori~ontal work. 

Tho dopooitiou rate was churactorized by defining e particle transfer co
efficient, k, wit~ the dimonoiono of cm./min. . -

.. ·. --
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. k c N/c 

N = dopooition re.to, pa.rt_icloa/(cm.2)(min.) 

c = particle concentration, ~ticles/cc. 
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.. ~ plot of this coefficient as a function of velocity for both experimental tubes 
is shown in Fig. 2. The de.ta for both tubes fo.ll esscntin.lly a.long the same 

.• line. Most evident, hOW"cver, is . the extreme effoct of increasing velocity on 
the tranofcr rate which is proportional to v5. The cauoo of this extreme veloc
ity dependence is not certain although a somewhat oim.ilar effect is found for 
in:paction on flat plates (1). In passing, it should be noted that at the very 
high velocity (180 ft./soc.) in the srao.ller tubo, 2.5 percent of the particles 
were removed :per inch of duct length. 

Larger particles (those above 2 or 3 microns) appeared to.have _a greater 
te~dency to deposit than the smaller sizes and this tendency would be predicted 
:from the impaction mechanism; however, the lart;er particles are also reentrab.od 
considerably faster since they project into the higher velocity region.s of flew. 
Thuo at higil velocities, the initial deposit consiotod mootl.y of ama.11.Gr parti
cles. This ef~ect has also been noted by Rumpf (3)~ 
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COLLECTION OF AEROSOLS BY FIBER MATS 

by 

James B. Wong, Research Assistant 

A major class of aerosol filters consists.of beds of individual fibers. 
The efficiency of collection and the pressure drop are the important practical 
considerations in tho denii;n of these fibrous filters. An understanding of tho 
mechanisms by which tho particles are collected on isolated cylindero and the 
flow pattern e.round the cylinders is fundamental in the donign. In view of the 
several mechanisos of particle collection, it is best to investigate them in
dividually. In the present work, em.phaois is placed on the mechanism of inertial 
impaction. This mechanism takes place when a particle approachins a fiber 
crosses the streamlines beccuse of its inertia and strikes the surface of the 
fiber. . 

·The work is divided into two parts. Part I deals with the impaction of 
aerosol particles on single cylinders (metallic wires) with axes perpe~dicular 
to the direction of the aerosol flow. Part II deals with the collection effi
·ciency and the pressure d;r"op of fiber mats. 

-
PART I. IMPACTION ON s:rnam CYLINDERS (ME'rALLIC WIRES) 

The theory of i~paction of particles on circular cylinders with their axes 
perpendicular to the direction of flow bas been studied by Seil. (12), Albrecht 
(;!J, I.angi:.uir a..."'ld Blodgett (2,), Land.D.1.Ll and Herrmann (I) / and Davieo (1). De.vies 
indicates that the efficiency of inertial impaction should be a function of t~e 
inertial para.'L.eter '1r and the :Reynold.a Number baned on the die.meter of the cylin
der. Albrecht, and La.ngi::i.uir and Blodgett predict on theoretical grounds that a 
critical value of '1r exists below which inertin.1 impaction does not occur. 
Albrecht givos 0.09 whereas Langmuir nnd Blodgett give 0.0625 for the critical 

·value •. The other authors do not indicate such a critical value. 
· Since exporimontal verification of the theoretical conclusions is lacking, 

the present work was undertaken with the purpose of ascertaining the correct 
function of the efficiency of inertial impaction and the existence or non-
exiotence of the critic al value of '1'. · 

'One-:mil a.nd 3-mil platinum wires and 2-mil and 4-mil tungsten wires were 
used as the circular cylindero. The average diameters from measurements undo:::-· 
the nicroscopa, were 29.0, 82.6, 53.1, o.nd 105.7 microns, res:f€ctively, with a 
ir.a.x.imum deviation from. the a·rnrago of less than 9 percent. Ilomogcr:oous suL..""u=ic 
acid aerosols were used in the expjriments. The neroaolo were generated wi~h a 
condonaat:ton aerosol gonorator simi.lar to tbat used by Sinclair and. I.nl1er (13). 
The particle aizes wero mcaourod with a calibrated Owl (No. G-2) obtained from 
the U~ S. J..:rrr:y Chemical CcrDo. The acid concentration of the aeroool was de
tor;ainod by collecting a woighnblo que..~tity of the ~rticlea in the cup of n 
high, velocity impactor (11) and analyzing th3 contents of the cup by ti trnting 
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'W'ith 0.1 N oodium b.yd.rox.ido solution. 
Tho ex~rimonto.l. procedure included genoruting a homogeneous sulf'uric acid 

aeroaol of tho doairod po.rticlo size, impacting the aorosol po.rticleo on the 
'W'ire which wus perpendicular to tho direction of the noroool flow, collecting 
the remaining particlco in a glass r1bor filter train, end W18.lyzing the am:ou.~t 
of acid collected on the wire. In ordor to collect enough acid on the wire for 
accurate analysis, a brass drum which could be rotated wao attached to the top 
of the impuctinG nozzlo and about four foet of wire waa unwound from the drum to 
pass through the nozzle during a run. The wire, after being exposed to the 

.• aerosol at tho nozzle throat, was passed down into on 8-mm.. Pyrex glass tube. 
At the end of the run, conductivity water was used to wash off the acid :particles 
impacted on the wire and the quantity of acid was determined by measuring the 
concentration of the wash solution with a precision conductivity bridge and dip· 
cell which accurately: indicated concentrations as low as lo-6 N. From the quan
tity of acid impacted on the wire and the total e.monnt of acid-in the aerosol 
passing the nozzle, the efficiency of impaction could be calculated. 
. Figure 1 shows the experimental impaction efficiencies on the four wires. 

· The range of variables represented are~ np, diameter of aerosol particles, C.56 
_ ·to 1.40 microns; V0 , velocity of the aerosol stream passing the wires, 400 to 

5100 cm. /sec.; and Reynolds Number (NRe = De V0 P/µ) based on the measured wire 
diameters, 13.0 to 330. The density of the sul.fu.ric acid particles, Pp, was 
substantially constant with an average of l.48 g./cc. C is the Cunningham cor
rection factor and µ is the viscosity of the gas. 

In the ranges of particle die.meter and aerosol streaJn velocity employed in 
the.ex:periments, collection due to the Brownian diff'usion was negligible. Col
lection by electrostatic forces was improbable since both the aerosol particles 
and the wires were uncharged. Gravity settling should also be unimportant with 
the wires in the vertical position. The collection due to ·interception was esti
mated to be less than 10 percent of the total collection in all cases, and thus 
had very little effect on the sbape or position of the resulting efficiency 
curve·. The curve drawn through the points in Figure 1, therefore, represents 
the e..-q;ierimentaJ. efficiencies of :inertial impaction. 

The experimental curve is S-sha:pe, characteristic of the inertial impaction 
mechanism on surface a.'ld body collectors. It indicat~s a critical value of ..f ~ 
of a:pproxirr.ately 0.25, below which impaction does not occur. At high values of 
the incrtie.l parameter, the curve appears to be asymptotic to the value of T/r = 
1. The accuracy u.nd. reliability of the results depena largeJ.y on the homogeneity 
o.f the particle size and the accl~rncy of' the p.?.rticle size measurements. The 
impaction efficiencies wore reproducible in terms of ..f 'lt, in view of the ten
rold. variation in velocity, the three-fold ~ariation in particle size, and the 
inaensi ti vi ty of the ()'...rl for detecting small vario.tion:n in the :particle size. 

Comparisons of the d.'.J.ta for the wo platinum wires show that the higher the 
Reynolds Ntiz..?er, the higher is the impaction efficiency for the same value of 
the inertial pararr.oter. The· same observation can be t:.3.do on .the two tungsten 
Vires. Thia agrees with the theoretical conclusions. Comparison of the dato. 
"£or the 1-::iil platinu:n. 'Wire with thor.rn for tho 2-mil tungsten wiro, and the data 
ror the 3-mil platinum wire with thooe for the 4-mil t";.lllgsten wire, however, 
show opposite offecta of tho Reynolds Number, i.e., the impnction efficiencies 
on the 3-mil wire nt lower values of the Reynold.a Nw:ihe!r e.re generally higher 
than those on the 4-:c.il wire for corresponding value of ..f V.f • The expla.'1ation of 
this ia not npparont. When those wiroo woro oboorveQ undor the microoco~o, it 
Yao noted that the aurfaco of tho ;plntim.:.m. wire waa ::::.::ch omootho:i: tbrul tiiat of 

·~•··•••'u'"""' ____ , _____ , ____________ _ 
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the tWlgOten wire. Poooibl.y the acroool par~icloo adhoro to tho aurfnco of the 
plD.tinu.:n better tha.n to tho tune;otcn wire. 

. Figure 2 ie a plot of the oxporirr.ental inertial impaction efficiency curve 
togother with the various thcoroticnl curvoo proposed. The experimental curvo 
agrees closely vith that calculnterl by Landahl and Herrmann based on Thom'o 
flow lines for the RoynoldJJ Number of 10, up to {'1! = 1.4. For values of {'It 
between 0.4 and 1.2, the data indicate impaction efficiencies somewhat a:rw.llcr 
than those ohmm by the curve of Langmuir and Blodgett and considerably smaller 
than the values of Sell, and of Albrecht. Thio 1~ to be expected since the 
curves of Langmuir and Blod.¢ett, and Albrecht were baood on the potential flow 
-of an ideal fluid, and that of Sell we.a based on an observed flow pattern ob
tained at l.aree values of the Reynolds Number on a 10 cm •. cylinder. No compari
aon can bo made with Davies' theoretical curve since it was based on viscous 
flow at a Reynolds Nu:::her of 0.2, far below the range attainable wi.th the method 
used in tho axperiment. 

For values of ./\II greater than about 1.4, the experimental efficiencies are 
higher than those according to the curves of Langmuir and Blodgett, and Landahl 
and Eerrm.unn. The reason for this discrepancy is not entirely clear. One point 
to be noted is th.at, for high efficiencies of inertial inpa.ction, i.e., effi
ciencies approaching unity, the :particle trajectories must be nearly :parallel to 
the direction of flow end the particles must cut across the streamlines upstree.r;i. 
of' the wire where the strea.ml.ines begin to spread. In step-wise calculations of 
particle trajectories, it is not practical to start the calculation more than a 
few die.meters (of tho collector) upstream. It is possibJ.o that errors introduced 
by this could cause the ca.lculri.ted impaction efficiencies in the.high. efficiency 
ranee to be lower than the correct "values. . 

The critical value of { '1' at approximately 0.25 shown by the ex]?erimental 
impa.ction e~ficiencies agrees vith the values of 0.3 and 0.25 explicitly stated 
by Albrecht, and Langmuir and Blodgett, respectively. The curve of Land.ahl and 
Herrmann also implies that the efficiency of inertial impaction is negligible at 
the value of .f~ leas than 0.25. · 

PAHT II. COLLECTION EFFICIENCY PJ:j~· PRESSURE DROP OF FIBKa MATS 

The theory of the collection of particles on fibrous filters ha.A been 
studied by Albrecht (1), Langmuir (8), and Davies (3). Albrecht's theory ia 
baoed on the potential flow of an ideal fluid, a condition very different from 
viscous flow which ordinarily takes place in these filtero. Langmuir's theory 
takes into account only two mechanisms of collection, in~erception 8J1d Brownian 
diffusion. The experizontal date. of La.Mer (6), and Ram.skill and Anderson (10) 
shcrw that the mechanism. of inertial 11:.paction alno plays an important part in 
the collection efficiency of these filters. However, these authors have not 
evaluated thin mocbanie::n qua.."'lti tativel;y. Davies' theory takes into account all 
of the major ~ccb.ruliom.o of particlo collection. Ro pro:poaod an equation derived 
on theorotical crounde for the efficiency of the fiboro ~n tho filter. The 
present work weo conducted with tho purpose of evaluating quantitatively the 
mechanism of inertial impaction. 

Preacurc drop acrooo fibrouo media has beo.."'l. studied on the basis of tho 
hydraulic re.diuo concopt of Kozeny (:?J and Co..r..:..:."'..D. (2). Davies (;i) studied the 
problo~ by d.b:onaioD.LJ.l o.nn.lysis. n,arnll (4) a.nd Lar1.;mu::r (8) dorivod thoo:·eti
cai o~uations for the proosuro drop. The concluaiono or theno authoro arc not 

.:. 
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in good.agrcc:ncnt. Another object·of the preaont work wno to teot tho propoood 
equations experimentally. 

By asou.~ing (a) all fibers in the filter mnt nro perpendicular to ·~he di
roction of flow; (b) tho fibers do not interfere with each other; o.nd (c) the 
ends of fibers have ne~ligible effect, tho follariing equntiona have been derived 
for the coll.ection efficiency and the pressure drop of the fiber mat: 

i 

where 

ca~) 
7iDf 

h 
71 mat :> 1·- (!ih/No) = l - e 

".) 

hen 2PV'o a 
AP = 

7f Df 

71 mat = coll.action efficiency of the fiber mat 

NhfN0 = fraction of particles :penetrating the_ mat 

a i:: fiber volume fraction, 1. 6., volumo of fib_ers ;per unit 
volume of mat 

Df = diameter of fibers in the mat 

h -= thl.clmesa of the mat 

p : density of the gas 

(l) 

(2) 

Vo s: volur::.etric velocity o:f tho e.eros·ol streo.m passing the n:at 

• 71 • total efficiency of the singl.e fiber 

Cu • drag coefficient; on the single fiber 

In actual fiber I:!B.ts, none of these aoaumptiona in completoJ...y justi~ied. The 
approach followed in the preoont work was to use tho oquationo na banos for cor
ral.a ting the exp:Jrimental d.nta., incorporating all of the e1"focts which wore not 
already tuken into account as an offoctive fiber efficiency_, ~e, and an effective 
fiber cl!'ag coofi'icient, CJX:i, instead o:e TJ and CD in the oqu.uticns. 

Tb.o fiber ~ts uood DJ. tho preaunt work wore . .fo:.rmod :rro-.1. three typ-::is of 
glaso 1'1bero .r::.n.C.o by Glasn F:l.bers, Inc., Toledo, Ohio, unhanded "B" fibers, "450" 
yarns, and "150" yc.....""'D.o. Tho diru::.otoru of the f'iborn woro :oen.sured under tL.e m
croacope and woro found to uveruge 3.51, 6.24, and 9.57 microns, respoctivoly. 
Tho muta -wore fo1"7...od by Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cfl..:n.bridse, Hn.aBo.chusetts. Four 
bulk donsities of a:pJ?rox:ir.:n.toJ..y 1.0, 1.3, l.6, a~d 2.0 g./cc. wero for.mod f:roQ 
ea.ch tyJ?O of fibor. Tho thicl::naBu of tho mn.ts rangod fro:n. 0.13 to 0.22 c::i.. 

Moat ~to -woro unifo~ uftcr tho binding up:ont hu.d boon bu.mod off. 
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tion of flcr.r was grouter than. for fibers porpondiculur to the flow. It is con
cluded that tho pronnuro drop ncrono fibor :mn.ta can be correlated on the bo.oia 
of tho effective fibor drag coefficient • 

." From Equations 1 and 2 and the resulto of the experimental vork, the opti
mum fiber mat can be derived for filtration of aerosols in the range 1n vhich 
inertial impaction ia the important mochu.nism of collection. 
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FILTRATION OF SUBHICRON SIZE AEROSOI.S 
BY FIBROUS MEDIA 

by 

C. Y. Chen, Research Aosociate 
Chemical Corps Contract No. DA-18-108-CML-4789 

The object o~ this research is to study the filtration of aerosol particles 
through a fiber mat both theoroticalJ.y and experimentally. Much work has been 
done on the development o:f new :filter material and on tho measurement of penetra
tion o:f aerosols through filter :material, but not much has been done on the the-

. oretical prediction of the penetration of filter materials and on the experinental 
study based on the theoretical prediction. The present study is along this line. 

THEORY 

For filtration of uncharged aubmicron size aerosols with uncharged filtering 
·medium, tho particles might be removed either by inertial impaction, direct in
terception or Brownian diff'usion. To study the filtration of aerosols by fiber 
mats, it is necessary first to learn the filtration or collection efficiency of 
a single fiber which composes the ma.t. 

For single fibers, the efficiency of collection o:f aerosols (77) by any n:.ech
anism can be expressed as the ratio o:f the croGs sectional area of the original 
stream from which particles of a given size are removed because their trajectories 

· intersect the collector surface to the projected area of the collector in the 
direction of flow. The efficiency of collection by inertia il:lpaction is a func
tion of 'i1 =(Cpp dp2 v)/(18µ ~) and NRei by direction int~rception, ~ is a function 
of R = C}-p/~ and NRe; and by diffusion, Tl is a function of D = Dm.r/v dr a.n.d NRe. 
The collectio:i. by inertial impaction and difi'usion increases with 'If and D, re
spectively, and always increases with increase of Nne· The importance of ·direct 
interception increases with increase of R and decreases with increase of \It and D. 

Not ciuch experi~ental work ha.o been done on the coll.cction efficiency of a 
single fiber especially under the conditions present during the filtration by 
fiber r.i.ata,. that is, very low Reynolds number • .Unti1 recently, the calculation· 
of collection efficiency by inertial impaction was based on potential flow which 
can hardly be in the ce.se :i.n the fiber ma-cs when the Reynold.a number is usualJ.y 
much less than 1. Davieo {l) calculated the inertial impaction and d.ii·ect in
terception on fibers assuming viscous flow. Fror::i. his results, 77 could be plotted 
as a function of~ with R as a paro...uotor. Davios• reoults indicated t~t inertial 
ilnpaction ef:ficiency ba.2·.;d on viocous flow io much lower than that calculated 
:from potential f'low. .Langmuir ( 2) haa derived cq_uationo for predicting the col
lection efficiency of a single fiber by interception, by diffusion, and by inter
ception. and cliffusion co::::.bined. Ho derivod his equations .from Lru:ib 1 a equation 
for viacouo flow a.:-ound .a cylindor trnnoveroo to tho flow. Figure l shows tho 
coll.action officiency by diff·uaion and intorcoption at n Reynolds number of io-2. 
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An in~erooting concluoion from thnoo calculutiono ia tb.o.t the collection effi
ciency due to both offocta ia hiehor than the oum of tho cfficioncioo duo to tho 
individual offocts nlono. The aumo conclusion cun be dro.wn from tho Dnvieo cul
culo.tion of the combinod offocta of inertial impaction and intorcoption. . 

Tho ovcrn.11 efficiency duo to .inertin.1 impaction, interception ar...d diffuoion 
is vo-ry difficult.to cn.lculo.te. A ronsonnble assumption is that tho ovcrn.11 ef
ficiency will be equal to the aum of.the efficiencies due to inertial impaction 
and interception and thn.t due to diffusion and interception. Calculated effi
ciencies bunod on this aosumption for 2 µ and 3 µ din.motor fiber for different 

.• particle oize and velocity are shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
The orientation of fibers in ordinary fibor mats can be considered as lying 

between two extreme caoes. In the first caso, the fibers a.re dis})3rsed unifo~ 
and far apart and the neighboring fibers a.re staggered with respect to each other. 
In the second case, the fiber in each layer of mat is lined up to form a group of 
capillo.rieo. The ord'inary fiber mat with h:i.gh porosity approximates the first 
case. 

In a fiber mat of the first case with porosity approaching 100 percent,' all 
the fibers are available for collection. It is poosiblo to e.."'Cpress the overall 

··.collection efficiency of this idenl fiber mn.t as a :f'unction of individual fiber 
I 

total collection efficiency T/ as defined above. 
! 

N 4 
- ln - = - ·11· 

No 7f 

1-E L 

€ 
(1) 

This equation applies only when tb.e fibers are far apart and.there a.re no in
terference effects between neighboring fibers. Actually, the equation is ap
proxi.n:.::;.tely true for high porosity fiber mats. It is reasonable to e:x:riress tb.e 
neighboring fibor interference effect as a function of interfibar distance, or 
es a function of porosity only for the same type of mat within a narrO"w range of 
.Rynold.a mi....,1)er. Thus, the following equation can be used to express the fiber 
lnat collection efficiency. • 

- N 4 1-E L 
- ln - = - • .,.,. (2) 

No. 7r . <l:r 

F (E) has a limiting value or 1 for mats with porosity of 100 percent; it is 
greater thP.Jl 1 when tho po=osity decreases, u.nd has an asymptotic value for low 
:porosity lilll ts. The .function can be calculated frGI:l proonu.re drop measu.rern.ents 
across the run.t. For a fibor :mnt with porosity approaching 100 :percent with all 
tho f'ibors trensverno to the flow, the pressure drop c~ be e:x::preosed in tho fol
lowing fonu, based on the Langmuir eCJ.uation for the drag force of ·a. ain¢le cylin-

. der transverse to the flow when Nile io leoo tbnn o;:io: 

16(1- E ) 

l::,p = ----
µL 

2 <it & 

u 
u .. 1, 

... " ...... . . . 
4 " .., I ' 

(3) 
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White (3) has shown tha.t the viscous d.ro.g force for. a singlo cylinder in E.. 

finite conto.inor is higher than that predicted by Lamb's oquo.tion for an iso
lated cylinder. The deviation is o. function of tho ratio of tho diatonco between 
the. fibor and the container and the fiber diameter. It can be expressed as a 
:function of porosity for fiber mn.ts to account for the effect of neighboring 
fibers. Thia function also has a limiting value of one for 100 percent porooity; 
it increases to an aoyoptotic value for low· porooity mats and vill be approxi
mately the same t"unction of porosity used above to describe tho neigbbor:L"lg fiber 
interference effect on collection .efficiency. Thus the pressure drop across the 
fiber mat can be e..-cpressed as 

16(1-E). µL 
• F (€) .(4) !lp = ----

dr2 Sc 

From this discussion, we are able to calculate the penetration of a fiber 
mat from the physical factors of the mat (thickness, fiber diame~er and porosity), 
the pressure drop across the ma.t and th8 collection efficiency of a single fiber 
calculated for th~ operating conditions (velocity, particle density and diameter). 

It is now possible to show whether a size of maximum penetration exists for 
a certain fiber mat from the calculation of the single fiber collection effi
ciency. Table I shows the results for mats of 3µ and 2µ fibers. It is not sur
prising from the table that the controversy concerning maximum penetration arises. 
It is simply due to the fact that only a few experir:lents have been carried. out 
under very limited experimental conditions. 

TABLE I. PARTICIE SIZE AT MAXIMUM PENETRATION 

Particle density = l g./cc. 

Averege Velocity 

in mat 
c:m./sec. 

O.l. 
1 
6 

10 
40 

100 

For Fiber Size 
3 microns 

dp 
microns 

0.52 
0.-28 
0.19 
0.15 
O.ll 
0.075 

Fo~ Fiber Size 
2 microns 

. d p 
micron a 

o.45 
0.23 
0.16 
0.14 
0.10 
0.070-

A ·Lal·~or-Sincla.ir tY]Xl homogeneous liquid aerosol generator was built for 
this otuG.y with DOI' e.'s acronol r.w.terio.l. The purticle eizo wua moaourcd ci ther 
by tho polarization "Owl", tho growth method (4), or by tho diffusion bn.ttory (5) 

· .. 
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depending on tho rongo or tho size' of tho particloo. Penetration throueh the 
mat vc.s moa.ourcd by the NnL-E3 pontromotor. 'Extonoivo :ponotro.tion m.eaourcmonta 
on air-formed B glaoo fibor mats ero in progroso. The preoont mo.to ucod contain 
a vido range of fiber size •. Some of the initial experiments indicate that the 
theory ie quite aatiofactory. . 

Table II conto.ina some experimonto.l results compared with the theor-J aaoum
ing the dia.n:.eter of fibor is 3.5 microns. The actunl sizo of tho fiboro has a 
vide range of distribution and.the avoruge size is about 3.5 microns. 

CONCWSIONS 

. TABLE II. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESUL'l'S 
WITH THEORETICAL PR.'SDICTION 

!!_ glass fiber zr.at porosity 98.€J}i; thickness 1.2 cm.. 

Aerosol material: DOP; particle size, 0.30 µ 

Velocity 
cm./sec. 

26.8 
12.0 

5.33 
2.98 
l.69 
o.89 

71 
From Ex"Dt. 

2.29 x io-2 
2.61 
2.70 
2.66 

'3.85 
4.35 

Tl 
. by calculation 

based on df = 3.5 µ 

2.58 x io-2 
2.38 
2.76 
3.16 
3.48 
4.lff 

Fram the e..;::perimental. data available at the present timo, the results agr13e 
vi.th the theoretical prediction fairly well. Additional. experimental work is in 
progress. The results indicate that the penetration of a fiber mat for the first 
time can be predicted by theoretical c~lculation. Aloo 1 the developnent of a 
new filter II.B.terial can be IlW.de on a scientific basis rather than by a cut-El:!:l.~
try method. The controversy on whethe~ a maximum ~enetration size exists has 
been s.olved by thoorotical calculations and the experimental confirmation of the 
theory will be preoented in the near f'uture. 

NOMENCV\TURE 

C • empirical correction for resistance of air to the mover:ont or 
em.all particles (at roam tom)!erature a.nd. atmoaJ?horic prosouro, 
C • l + O.lb/dp, where dp is purtir.:lo din:netor in microns). 

dp • particl.o d~ruuetor 

v ~ upstrerun velocity or avorage volocity 

·- ..... 
. ..... .... ........ .. 

. . . 
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dt ~ fiber uiar~otor 

D.aM = Brown.ion diffusion coofficient of aerosol particl~a 

N/N0 = fraction of :penotrution .of aerooo~ through fiber mat 

L = thickness of fiber mat 

llP • pressure drop acroso fiber mat 

lb. ma.so x ft. 
Sc = conversion factor, 32.2 ~~~~~~~~ 

lb. force x sec.2 

F(€) = a f'unction of porosi'ty representing neighboring fiber inter
ference effect 

D = diffusion parameter, 
.· v df' 

R = interception parameter, dp/dr 

' . CPp d-p2 v 
'1t = inertia parru!l.eter 

i -, 
Pp = particle density 

P = fluid density 

.µ = fluid viscosity 

18 µ dt 

/-

~-collection efficiency of a single fiber 

€ • porosity of fiber mat 

• 
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INFllJENCES OF ELECTROSTATIC FORCES 
ON THE DEPOSITION OF AEROSOLS 

by 

H.. F. Kraemer 
Ethyl Corporation Fellow in Chemica1 Engineering 

In recent years aeveral studies have been made on the·mechanisms by which 
particulates can be removed from an aerosol. Al.though emphasis has been placed 
~n the inertial ~echanism of collection, the effects of small electrostatic 
charges on the aerosol particles and on the coD.ecting surface m.ust not be over
looked in promoting the collection efficiency. Many natural aerosolo are elec
trically charged, as are some collecting surfaces such as the fibers in a resin
vool filter. Uncharged surfaces or aerosols readily can be given an electric 
charge, thereby increasing the separation of particles from the aerosol. 

The.utilization of electrostatic forces in promoting aerosol deposition may 
be advantageous in several ways. The foremost advantage is the high collection 
efficiency (based on projected cross-sectional area of the collector) that is 
possible. Althou[;h a collection efficiency of more th.a..~ 100 percent is not pos
sible when only inertial forces are used, efficiencies of 10,000 percent or 
higher may be achieved if both the col..lector and the aerosol are charged.* The 
collecLic;:, efficiency using electrostatic forces remsins high even for eub
micron particles; although inertial forces in this case may be negligible. 
Another consideration is the fact that electrostatic mechanisms of collection 
require low aerosol velocities of flow across the collecting surface. The pres
sure drops in the system conse~uently will be much lower than would be the case 
for sinilar collection by the inertial mechanism. 
. . The purpose of the current research is t-o investigate the mechanisms of 

aerosol dopos·ition under the influence of electrostatic :forces and to indicate 
_the conditions a.nd ty~s of equi~ment wherein electrical charging may be bene
ficial. 

~ORY 

Studies are being made of the motion of a·cbnrge~ aerosol particle flowing 
past· u sinclo sphcrjca.l collector Figure 1. ·The collection efficiency can be 
calculti.ted theoreticaD.y if the outeri:..ost limiting trajectory io known for tho 
aerosol particles just grazin3 the collector. 

The differential equations of motion of a single aerosol particle approach
ing the sp:c.i.erictl colloctor a=o glven in Figure 2-. The equations are derived 
tram force balances of the fluid rusiatance and of tho olectrostatic·forces of 

' I 

*The collection officiency ie defined an the fraction of the aerosol re-
:r::::.oved. frc-:n. a -;.ube of ga.a eubtond.od by the collocting obstacle as the gas flows 
:po.st. 
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attraction between (1) n chn.rccd collector and u ch.urged 'o.eroaol (po.remoter KE), 
(2) a chnrgcd collector and its i.mo.go in an unchnre;cd o.oroool po.rticlo (pura=oter 
KI), (3) a ch:irr;cd n.croool o.nd i ta imago in o.n unchnre;od collector (po.ra."1otcrs 
KM and Ks). The ocvoro.l clcctrostntic forces con be shown to bo approXD:lll.tcly 
additive. Potential flow otrorunlinos and Stokes' l.n.w aro also used in deriving 
the equntions. Since tho differential equations have been mnde dimenoionleso, 
all of the experimental vario.bleo are contained in the dimenoionlesa pnrometers 

. KE, Kr, ~1' Ks Figure 3. 
Although the solution of the two oim.ulto.neouo differential equationo is 

possible only by a numerical method, order of magnitude solutions may be obtained 
·by ignoring the bendine; of the air streamlines around the spherical collector 

and by considering only one collection parameter, KE, K1, )rs or KM, at a ti.mo. 
Tho numerical solution of the trajectory equations has been completed by 

mee.ns of the electronic digital computer, the ILLIAC. Collection efficiencies 
'W'ere calculated for a range of' values of the four parameters, KE, K1, Ks and K'f.i• 
Some of the results are shown in Figure 4. . · 

In order to interpolate between solutions obtained with the computer, the· 
collection efficiencies and the collection para.meters may be col?-"elated by curve
fi tting with a high-order multivariate polynomial. 

! 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND.PROCEDURE 

The equipment is shmm in Figure 5. A dioctylphthalate (DOP) fog is :pro
duced by condensation of the vapor in the presence of salt nuclei. The particle 
diameter is about 0.8 ± 0.2 micron. The aerosol is charged electrica.lJ.y by pass
ing it through coaxial electrodes in a state of corona. Charges of +10 to +Bo 
electronic unite can be obtained. A deocription of the mechanism of the charg
ing process and or the method of measuring the charges on the a~rosol particles 
'W'as given at the Ames Conf'erence in 1952. 

The charged aerosol then flows past the sphericul collector -which i's a 7 /16" 
steel ball mounted on the end of a semi-conducting cone. The cone acts as an 
electrostatic shield around the wire connecting the sphere to a high voltage D.C. 
power supply (0-10,000 volts). Without it, the electric charge on the wire a:f
fects the collection on the sphere. 

The electrical.charge on the aerosol is determined from the deflection of a 
strea."!ler of aerosol f'lo-wing in a transvurse electric field. The aerosol i.a 
carried .thro'J.g.h the field by an envelo:pe of moving air. The size of' the p·s.rti
cles is measured by the "Owl" and by a. high velocity caacad.e imp9.ctor. Tho ::nass 
concentration of the aerosol is determined by_preci:pitation of a sample' in a 
om.a.ll glass and platinum Cottrell preci:pitator. 

The collection efficiency is determinod experi:rnontal~ by measuring the 
Bl:l.Oun.t of aerosol deposited on the s:phe~e und in the so.mpling Cottrell precipi
tator. The DOP is removed from the collecting surfaces by washing with etbyl 
alcohol and the concentration found.by ultra-violet s:pectrophotomotry. Collec
tion on the sphere rangea·f'rom l to 10 microgra.n::..s of OOP per minute~ 

EXPERJ:·~AL RESULTS 

• 

The preliminary data are shown in Figuroa 6 and 7. The inertial parn..-:;otcr '11 
is about io-6. Accoruing to theory, tho inertial forcoa should thereforo h!l.ve n 
negli5iblo effect on tho depooition • 
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T~e actual col:uction ugreco a~proximntely vith tho.t predicted by thoorJ. 
In the caoe o:f the uncharged aoroool flowing l'loar a chure;od collector, tho data 
have a high oxporimcntal variability on accou.'lt of the am.a.11 Q!llounta of DOP that 
were collected and moaoured. 

· In Figure 7 the do.ta are plotted vorsuo a modified parameter. Whenever a 
collector ia grounded, even through a·high reoiste.ncu, charges are induced on 
the collector by all the surrounding charged :particles. This induced charge 
occurs in addition to the image and void apace effects described by the param
eters K.v. and Ks. The induced charge is calculated by an integration process and 
its contribution to deposition is combined with that of the Ks paru.."'leter. The 
combined parameter is Ks· Figure 7 illustrates data in which the induced charge 
resulting fro~ grounding the collector was the major factor influencing deposi
tion. 

PRELIMINARY CONCIUSIONS 

A practical application of electrostatic forces is illustrated in the use 
of charged water droplets for collection of aerosol :part.icleo whlch themselves 
are charged by :passage through a corona discharge. An electrified wet scrubber 
would ha.ve several advantages over both the conventional wet cyclone and the 
Cottrell precipitator. Compared to a conventional scrubber, the electrified 
scrubber should provide better removal of eubmicron aerosol :particles. Con
versely, it would require leas water and could operate at lower velocities and 
pressure drops for the same effi,ciency of aerosol removal. Furthermore, it 
vould have several advantages over the Cottrell precipitator. The precipitated 
material would be removed continuouoly on the s'urf'aces of' the spray d.ro:pleto, 
thereby el:Lrr.inating the problems often encountered in procipi ta tins dusts that 
have a tendency for reentrainm.ent. The retention tir:le in an electrified scrub
ber wa~ld be lower than in a Cottrell precipitator because an aerosol particle 
must travel a shorter distance to the nearest spray clroplet. Alao, the e.loc
trified. scrubber would. be operatod at relatively lower vol.tagea (1000 to 10,000 
volts) since the collection distances arc BlllELller. 

An electrified spray scrubber is now·being conatruc~ed to evaluate its 
:potentialities. , 
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- Angular Velocity of Aerosol Particle 

d6 • - (2r3 + 1) sine 
dt . 2r" 

Radial Velocity of Aerosol Particle 
- I 

(r3 - 1) 9 . (KE + . Xs) Kr 
sin - - - - XM 

a ~ :a rs r -.... __ ~.- r 

. Potential Flov vith Eloctrost~tic Forces and 
Stokes' Res1&tanco 
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Couloz:ibio 
·x,.. • 

• J:i 
attraction 

Repulsion by 

surrounding ae:-osol 

:ir :;) 
2 ( f - l) Dp o~0 C II;.a.go f ol"co of char gad. 

3 ( C _+ 2) ;1.. Vo t o De collootor on un~rged aaroiol 

I:r.a~ force or charge"-

aerosol on uncbarGE!d collector 
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flC. 4 THEORETICAL COLLECTION 
EFFICIENCY - SOME NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS ALL PARAMETERS ARE.ZE: 
UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
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rte. 6. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR COLLECTION 
ON A CHARGED SPHERE. 
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FIG. 7-COMPARISON OF THEORY 
AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR 
COLLECTION OF CHARGED PARTICLES 
ON GROUNDED SPHERE 
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